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E X H I B I T    N 
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[ Eighteen+ Novels, after Félix Fénéoni ] 
 

 
Novel Eighteen: Dante Alighieri and Beatrice Portinari meet and part. After her death, Dante 
obsesses about her, obeying and overriding poetic conventions. Florence’s political situation forces 
him into exile, describing his journey through the Inferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso. 

 
Novel Seventeen: Scholars argue for centuries over the identity of Beatrice in Dante’s Commedia. 
Amid an array of alternative theses, books upon books upon books are written to debate her 
allegorical versus actual nature. The verdict is still out. 

 
Novel Sixteen ½: “They are the poems and novels he never otherwise wrote,” writes Luc Sante, 
describing Félix Fénéon’s Nouvelles en trois lignes [Novels in Three Lines]. “His politics, his 
aesthetics, his curiosity and sympathy are all on view, albeit with tweezers and delineated with a 
single-hair brush….They might be considered Fénéon’s Human Comedy.”ii 

 
Novel Sixteen: “Penetrating as best I can into the structure of the Divina Commedia,” writes Osip 
Mandelstam, “I come to the conclusion that the entire poem is one single unified and indivisible 

stanza. Or, to be more exact, not a stanza but a crystallographic shape, that is, a body….It is 
unthinkable that one might encompass with the eye or visually imagine to oneself this shape of 
thirteen thousand facets with its monstrous exactitude.”iii 

 
Novel Fifteen ½: [In the margins, add complimentary or contradictory novels, which can be 
done fairly quickly, if such novels are only three lines…] 

 
Novel Fourteen ½: Beatrice Portinari visits her father’s property outside of Florence (adjacent to 
the Alighieri’s country estate) where there are many bees. She is stung and dies of what now is 
considered anaphylactic shock. Although Dante has said only a few words to her during his life, he 
makes Beatrice one of his guides through the Commedia. 

 
Novel Fourteen ¼: A post-graduate student equipped with honours and diplomas went to Agassiz 
to receive the final and finishing touches. Post-Graduate Student: ‘That’s only a bee’….At the end of 
three weeks the bee was in an advanced state of decomposition, but the student knew something 
about it.iv 

 
Novel Fourteen: “…one has to imagine how it would be if bees had worked at the creation of this 
thirteen-thousand-faceted shape,” adds Mandelstam, “bees endowed with instinctive stereometric 
genius, who attracted more and still more bees as they were needed. The work of these bees, who 
always keep an eye on the whole, is not equally difficult at the various stages of the process. Their 
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cooperation broadens and becomes more complex as they proceed with the formation of the combs, 

by means of which space virtually arises out of itself.” 

 
Novel Thirteen ½: Dante Alighieri and Beatrice Portinari have a lovechild, but Beatrice dies in 
childbirth. The baby survives and is raised by Dante and his wife as their own child. She becomes a 
nun and works in the convent’s apiary, never learning the truth about her mother (although the girl 
is named Beatrice, nicknamed Bi, pronounced “Bea”). 

 
Novel Thirteen: “The fact is that the beautiful, humanly speaking, is merely form considered in its 
simplest aspect,” writes Victor Hugo. “What we call the ugly, on the contrary, is a detail of a great 
whole which eludes us, and which is in harmony, not with man but with all creation. That is why it 
constantly presents itself to us in new but incomplete aspects.”v 

 
Novel Twelve ½: Dante dies, leaving the Commedia incomplete by thirteen cantos. His son, 
Jacobo, dreams that the final cantos are hidden in a hole in a wall and, upon waking, finds them 
there. Boccaccio records this account for posterity, but an alternative account claims that Beatrice’s 
quill-shaped bone miraculously penned the last thirteen cantos of the Paradiso. 

 
Novel Twelve ¼: She flew up through the air it was blue not rose air there but it excited her so, not 
the air but the tree as she rose like a rose it excited her so not the air but the hive and the sting that 
would put her name there, that she several times forgot her wings and almost fell out of the air. It is 
not easy to carve a name on a tree particularly oh yes particularly if the tree is an overgrown bone 

and the letters are rare and bare like B and E and A, it is not easy. A Bea is a Bee is a Be is 
a B is a… vi 

 
Novel Twelve: “She is, in the whole Paradiso, his way of knowing,” writes Charles Williams. 
“Attention is demanded of him and her expositions are the result of his attention. To say so is not to 
lessen Beatrice in herself to a mere quality of Dante, or only in the sense that, had we her Commedia, 
Dante would have been a quality of hers.”vii  

 
Novel Eleven: To be or not to be: “unravelling; spec. the final unravelling of the complications of a 
plot in a drama, novel, etc.; the catastrophe; transf. the final solution or issue of a complication, 
difficulty, or mystery”—the meaning of dénouement. To bee or not to bee? To Bea or not to Bea?viii  

 
Novel Ten ½: Grave robbers steal the bones of Beatrice Portinari from her family tomb in the 
Church of Santa Margherita de’ Cerchi in Florence, looking for her quill-shaped bone. Rumor 
spreads of the existence of said bone (with a hole resembling a heart) used to pen the last thirteen 
cantos of the Paradiso.ix Four centuries later, the fraternal Ugly Face Clubb [sic, hereafter 
abbreviated to UFC] in Liverpool, Britain, adopts her bone as its secret symbol for membership, 
thanks to Walt Green. 

 
Novel Nine ¾: Walt Green, an anatomist in Liverpool and collector of curiosities, joins the UFC. 
From his museo segreto (also known as the gabinetto segreto, not the original), he contributed their 
secret symbol: a bone attributed to Beatrice Portinari. As a fanatic for oddities of his time (which 
included Dante), Green keeps the prototype bone, even after discontinuing his UFC membership and 
immigrating to the American colonies. 
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Novel Nine: The many faces of Bea, taken together, suggest what’s missing, so the seeking of 
Bea becomes the seeking of “we,” ever changing. More than trying to decipher her, then, her ability 
to change may serve as better guide. At this moment in history, the compilation of her mostly absent 
pieces leaves her (and me, with you) always at the threshold of an alternative Vita Nuova—another 
“new life”—even if that life in the end is not hers. 

 
Novel Eight: European immigration decimates the indigenous population of North America, 
wiping out…   “Wilderness” is a myth based upon….   a national economy founded 
on African slavery and exploitation of natural resources…    one hierarchy replaces 
another…   cheeks and balances, checks and balloons… 

 
Novel Seven: “There were others living among the dead this morning. They were in 
shock, their bodies shredded by mortar fragments, still breathing. People who had escaped the attack 
moved slowly and silently through the carnage, a scene out of Dante’s hell.”x 

 
Novel Six ½: Walt Green dies in Massachusetts on the eve of the Revolutionary War, and most 
curiosities from his collection end up lost or mysteriously buried, except for the infamous bone with 
the heart-shaped hole. In a diary, Green’s niece dreams of a hole in a wall, wherein she discovers the 
enigmatic relic. According to their descendant Gloria Heys (in her scrapbook of deformed texts, 
informally referred to as “bone pomes”), the bone with the heart-shaped hole remains in their 
family’s possession. 

 
Novel Five:  “Where to start is the problem,” according to The Robber Bride, “because nothing 
begins when it begins and nothing’s over when it’s over, and everything needs a preface: a preface, a 
postscript, a chart of simultaneous events. History is a construct….Any point of entry is possible and 
all choices are arbitrary. Still, there are definitive moments, moments we use as references, because 
they break our sense of continuity, they change the direction of time.”xi 

 
Novel Four ½: Along with “bone pomes” that give rise to her Galerie de Difformitéxii, Gloria Heys 
keeps a list of Beatrice “sightings.” The last claims Beatrice to be a microsculptured bee in the 
Museum of Jurassic Technology in Los Angeles, California. She appears in the exhibit “Tell the 
Bees…Belief, Knowledge & Hypersymbolic Cognition.” 

 
Novel Three: Derived from associations and aesthetics of the long eighteenth century (with all its 
baggage), Galerie de Difformité is curated by an Undertaker—a deformed reincarnation of Dante’s 

Beatrice—who irreverently undertakes the theme of deformity, in order to deform her 
perceived beauty into a kind of monstrosity. As “the Undertaker,” Bea (and her contemporary 
mouthpiece, Gloria Heys, not to mention a fictional Gretchen Henderson who presumes to publish 
the Galerie on Gloria’s behalf) leads a reader like Dante toward a kind of paradise. But following the 
novel’s theme, Bea also deforms notions of paradise by deforming its contextualizing inferno.  
 
Novel Two ¾: In other words, Gretchen Henderson writes a novel-that-deforms-a-novel about her 
fictional relative, Gloria Heys, and Gloria’s fictional Galerie in which Beatrice is reincarnated as a 
fallen (literally: disabled by falling from heaven’s heights—whether she fell accidentally, was pushed, 
or jumped is unclear) angel who bears the handle of “Bea.” Bea (a.k.a., Gloria, a.k.a., Gretchen—at 
least a fictional version of Gretchen) reimagines her story from shards of a perceived paradise. 
Writing straight with crooked lines, she tries to deform “deformity.” 
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Novel Two: Gretchen Henderson (and Gloria, et al.) dreams of you and you and you: in 
motion. She builds a gallery to invite you and you and you to meet her halfway. Her Galerie is 
her way of gesturing to she and you and me, to become we.  

 
Novel One ¼: [In the margins, add complimentary or contradictory novels, which can be done 
fairly quickly, if such novels are only three lines….] 

 
Novel One: Choose-Your-Own-Ending: 

      
 
 

                                                
NOTES 
 
i See Félix Fénéon, Novels in Three Lines, trans. Luc Sante (New York: New York Review Books, 
2007).  
ii Ibid., vii-iii. 
iii Osip Mandelstam, “Conversation about Dante,” Selected Poems, trans. Clarence Brown and W.S. 
Merwin (New York: New York Review Books, 1973) 116-17. 
iv Ezra Pound, ABC of Reading (New York: New Directions, 1960) 17-18. Pound’s anecdote involves a 
fish, not a bee.  
v Victor Hugo, “On Cromwell,” Prefaces and Prologues to Famous Books, ed. Charles W. Eliot 
(Danbury, CT: Grolier Enterprises Corp., 1980) 351. 
vi Deformed from Gertrude Stein, The World is Round (San Francisco: North Point, 1988) 91-93. 
Visit “Exhibit Q.” 
vii Charles Williams, The Figure of Beatrice: A Study in Dante (New York: Octagon, 1972) 231.  
viii Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd ed., s.v. “dénouement.”  
ix In his introduction to Boccaccio’s The Life of Dante (London: Hesperus Press, 2002), J.G. Nichols 

writes: “The account of the finding of the lost and last thirteen cantos of the Paradiso by Dante’s 
son Iacopo, which again concerns a dream, has nothing unlikely in it. Was Iacopo really unaware of 
the hole in the wall? Or had he once known it, forgotten it, and then remembered it again in a 
dream? In asking those questions I am interpreting psychologically what Boccaccio sees as 
providential, and the two interpretations need not exclude each other. It is interesting that Barbara 
Reynolds who, after the death of Dorothy L. Sayers, completed her fine translation of the Divine 

Comedy, mentions that the work she was left with did not, except for a few fragments, 
proceed beyond the twentieth canto of the Paradiso, leaving the same thirteen cantos still to be 
provided. Modestly she calls this ‘a strange coincidence’, but the fact that she mentions it at all does 
remind us that we can never be sure what is merely coincidental and what is providential” (xv).  
x Raymond Bonner, “Rebels in Rwanda Call a Cease-Fire; Exodus Continues,” New York Times, July 
19, 1994. 
xi Margaret Atwood, The Robber Bride (New York: Nan A. Talese/Doubleday, 1993) 4. 
xii With deference to da Vinci: “If the sound is in ‘m’ and the listener in ‘n,’ the sound will be believed 
to be in ‘s’ if the court is enclosed at least on 3 sides against the listener.” Analogy may be made with 
Galerie de Difformité: if a sound is made in one Exhibit while Gentle Reader resides in another, 
(s)he may seek out additional Exhibits to coordinate the orchestrations. “Exhibit N” first appeared in 
Exquisite Corpse Annual 2. Please send this “Exhibit” back to the Undertaker in 
metamorphosed form: difformite@gmail.com. For further instructions, see 
http://difformite.wordpress.com. 


